
Meon Medical Centre - Meon Patient Group Meeting Wednesday 2nd February 2022 
 

Present Phil Maundrill Lesley Brown Jonathan Collins Andy Skinner Keith Turner Rebecca Farthing Rebecca Edie Dr Karen Clarke Andrea Stevinson 
Katherine White 

Apologies Lynn Milliken Pam Bowen Ian Clark Susan Clark Graham Woodhouse Kenneth Jackson Peter Seymour Mead Marilyn Phillips Tim Phillips 
Graham Woodhouse Caroline Weatherly Ken Jackson David Walker 

Subject Discussion 

Previous 
minutes 

Actions from the late meeting were: Create Patient Charter, review website, create ‘ring fenced’ appointments for more vulnerable age 
groups: Under 5s and over 70s. These actions have been completed. 
 
Actions from this meeting highlighted in yellow. 

PCN 
Additional 
Roles (KW) 

KW explained the additional roles. The slide pack (enclosed) was shared and discussed that explains the roles and patient demographics. 
The team offer face to face and telephone appointments. May be a one-off interaction or several meetings. Appointments times average 45 
minutes, much more than a Clinical appt of 10 minutes. The team work well together and triage referrals, sometimes all 3 colleagues are 
involved with helping one patient.  
Q and As:  
A Sk: How do we make sure patients are aware of the service? 
A: Only Clinicians refer at present and we have no more capacity to take on new referrals at present. We are recruiting additional staff in each 
role at present. We will publish information on the website about these roles in the next few weeks. 
LB: have we seen a reduction in GP appts since service introduced and how will you monitor success? 
A: Yes, we have seen a benefit in reduction of appts. The NHS often creates barriers to being seen, since as unnecessary visits to A&E. GPs are 
seen as approachable and this means sometimes patients come with issues that are not medical. It is great to offer alternative support now.  
We also have direct appts booked from reception to Clinical Pharmacist (meds reviews) and the First Contact Physiotherapist for muscle/ 
ligament/ tendon/ bone issues. 
BE: I run a toddler group. How do you work with other community groups? 
A: We work with other teams. Examples: long wait for IAPT (adult mental health services) so we work directly with Springfield Mind. Also, for 
weight management, we refer to Fitter Futures. 
We also have service directories for Warwickshire, Gloucestershire, and Worcestershire but cannot find one for Lower Quinton/ Meon. BE will 
look into this, also send in info for toddler group to publish on our website and Facebook. AS to email BE to prompt. 
ASk: interesting that so few men use the service. How do you address that? 
A: We can plan campaign and community events. This will be possible when we have more staff in roles and can be pro-active 
PM: early intervention before patient ends up with a GP is a good idea. 
KC: Last year spend on additional roles was £390K, this year £570K, next year £730K so a growing service. Not aware that these funds have 
been deducted from other NHS budgets. 
PM: Do you work with other PCNs to get ideas? 



A: KW networks with other teams. Some Social Prescribers only deal with homelessness, some Care Co-ordinators just work with patients with 
cancer. Work is going on to collaborate and share best practice.  

Practice and 
PCN update 
(KC)  

KC explained that much routine work was stopped to create capacity to cope with Covid vaccination campaign. Areas that have been 
maintained are imms, smear tests, cancer screening. 
Now need to get back to routine reviews. 
KC completed a search on the over 75s to see how many had had a consultation here in last 12 months. Reassuring to find that everyone had. 
Great news that they are accessing our services. 
Many stopped coming in and now returning for appts often with multiple issues that have been left. Reminder that GPs can only talk about 1 
issue in 1 appt. 
We are still wearing face masks, PPE for Clinicians, and social distancing. 
We have maintained routine work to keep on top of it. 
By April, we intend to return to completing annual reviews in birthday month. 
Many people now want a phone appt rather than face to face as often more convenient. 
From PCN angle, all targeted areas of work have stopped.  
Covid vaccinations done at Ettington, then at Stratford hospital. Now just Kenilworth doing them as numbers have dwindled. 
1st April will be a big push on cardiovascular disease. If raised BP,have we followed up? Encourage BP machines to be bought for home use or 
borrowed from Meon with £10 deposit. 
KC is looking forward to getting backlog sorted. 

PPG Q and As 

KT: Current appt booking system is very efficient but quality of first contact is missing.  Before Christmas, I was taken unwell (asthmatic) saw 
Dr Armstrong within 10 mins of calling surgery. Taken unwell again after completing course of meds, phoned and could not get an appt, ended 
up in A&E. 
KC: Receptionists have the toughest job in the Practice. GP appt book is full and nowhere else to put patients. They bear the brunt of patient 
frustration but we clearly need to invest in training. Not right to tell someone with breathing difficulties to call back. Manically busy just before 
Christmas, now we have set up appt slots specifically reserved for over 70s and under 5s. AS will look at a breathing difficulty protocol for 
Reception to follow as they do for chest pains. AS: very concerned to hear about Keith’s experience. We need to share the learning with the 
whole team, it is important for patients to be able to give us feedback of their experiences. We have had a big recruitment drive on Reception 
and all staff  need to be up to speed with knowledge and making right judgement calls quickly. 
JC: spoke to 2 patients who had to wait 2 weeks for a GP appt that he considered clinically important. 
KC: for routine appts, a 2 week wait is satisfactory. Had real staffing challenges before Christmas, used resilience locum GP service and their 
sessions were filled within an hour. 
JC asked if we have growing number of patients, do we need more GPs? 
KC responded that it is more about demand from existing patients: huge amount of respiratory, coughs, colds, ear infections, diarrhoea and 
vomiting, especially young children.  
BE: Asked about our complaints procedure. A patient was told ‘don’t bother unless it is life or death’ 



AS; We have dealt with this patient complaint. Patients can complain on a visit, by phone, writing in or completing feedback form on our 
website. We do not insist on writing in as that would create a barrier to complaining. Most recent complaint was website feedback on the car 
park at the Practice. We take all complaints seriously and deal with and respond in full. The issue here is that, if a patient is not satisfied with 
our response, and escalates to the Ombudsman, the Ombudsman will only take on complaints that are of a serious clinical nature due to 
workload issues connected to the pandemic. 
BE: How are you all doing? 
AS: We have access to free counselling and wellbeing apps. We have regular check ins with staff and Management team know their people 
and are very good at picking up if someone is low. Just completing appraisals currently and feedback from staff has been overwhelmingly 
constructive so far about the positive and caring work environment where people feel listened to. KC said a new Health and Well Being role is 
being created in primary care but not many hours given to it. 
A Ski: the patient survey last year was very helpful. Personal experience is very positive, dispensary team are excellent, also Jas, Clinical 
Pharmacist. Systems work well and efficiently. 
BF: Daughter is a busy nurse, needs to collect script from Rosebird. Always goes wrong, why can’t Meon go electronic (EPS)?  
KC: We dispense to 97% (up to 10,000 scripts a month) of our patients. EPS would create unmanageable admin by having to override every 
request. We are looking to resolve this and use EPS for non-dispensing patients. This will also help patients who are away from home if 
needing meds urgently. AS will look into Becky’s daughter’s issue to resolve. 
JC: when meds requested & 3 days are up, assume they are ready. One item missing and there was no note on the pack. Can we explain if 
something is missing?  
KC: Sticker should say ‘owing’ AS will raise with Marianne, Dispensary Manager, but also we ask patients to check their bag before leaving to 
check if anything is missing and then can be resolved before leaving surgery.  
JC: E Consult, a nightmare system. Used a dummy ‘facial pain’. Took 20 plus clicks, eventually told to call the GP. Full history requested 
including if problems with gambling. 
KC: E Consult is great for some things. A GP set up the system. 20-50 yr. olds use the service and parents of young children, over 60s do not. 
Good for signposting and filtering but some silly questions.  
BE: Can only use it in working hours, not very helpful. 
KC: When launched, we were getting minor issues logged at weekends that then cleared up. 
AS: Number of on line consultations unlimited and level was getting out of control. However, will look to see if we can extend availability to 7 
or 8pm at night. Also, JC’s feedback will be passed on to the E Consult team. 

AOB 
None 

Next meeting 
date 

Wednesday 8th May at 5.30pm on Teams 

 


